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Valentina Sciarra
Born in Rome (IT) 1983.
Lives and works between Rome (Italy) and Sofia (Bulgaria)
 
info@sciarravalentina.com
+359 899885368

Education
2016 - 2018 Master in sculpture - shape and movement - at National Art Academy of Sofia (BG) 
2009- 2013 Diploma with honors at the National Art Academy of Rome (IT)
2011-2012 Villa Arson, National Art Academy Nice (FR)
2008 Master Mec Arti, Universita’ Cattolica Milano (IT)
2007 Master Degree in Law, Universita’ degli Studi di Roma TRE
2006-2007 Photography at RUFA, Roma (IT)

PERSONAL EXHIBITIONS/SITE-SPECIFIC WORKS and PERMANENT INSTALLATIONS
2020
Eнергeтиkа site-specific video installation, facade of the Ministry of Energy Sofia (BG) - SAW 2020
Man, Woman and In-between, Galeriya Vaska Emanuilova- Sofia City Art Gallery, Sofia (BG)
 2019
Ego-Istoire solo exhibition at Italian Culture Institute, Sofia for XV Edition della Giornata del Contemporaneo 
Spelonca site-specific video projection, at Structura Gallery’s Vetrine  curated by Zoia Petrova, for SAW - Sofia Art Week 
Site-specific permanent work Acqua Non Potabile, commissioned by the Bulgarian Fund for Women for European Capital of Cul-
ture Plovdiv 2019 curated by The Fridge 
 2018 
The Stone King - first video screening at National Natural Museum of Natural History, Sofia (BG)
The path of the oscillating stones, Land Art Work at Rock Formation Lukovit (BG) 
AFSD - Æther Sofia (BG)
Kамък Texture - Una Vetrina, Operativa Arte Contemporanea Roma (IT) 
 2017 
Valentina Sciarra - Serie 0, AROSITA Gallery Sofia (BG) curated by Zoia Petrova
 2016
Vita land art installation, Cassano delle Murge (IT)
Homeless artist site-specific installation, Arosita Gallery Sofia, (BG)
 2015 
Moto perpetuo, installation Ambasciata di Francia, Baku (AZ) 
Vine wall, site-specific installation, Fireland wine factory, Baku (AZ)
 2014  In Volo Villa Breda, Padova Italia
Crescere, toccare terra per poi rinascere, temporary installation Piazza del Municipio, Camigliano (IT)  
2013 
Entre terre et ciel, permanent installation entrée Archet Hospital 
Nice France, public commission  (with the support of CHU Nice and MACSF)



GROUP EXHIBITIONS
 2020 
Liminoid Encounters, Akademie Solitude Stuttgart (DE) curator Berit Fisher
2019
FINALE Exhibition Gaudenz B. Ruf Award - Structura Gallery Sofia curated by Maria Vassileva 
Natural Data, City Art Gallery - Blagoevgrad (BG) curator Martina Stefanova (DOMA Art Foundation)
SAW - Sofia Art Week - site-specific video projection Spelonca, at Structura Gallery’s Vetrine  curated by Zoia Petrova 
Sense of a City - Site-specific permanent work commissioned by the Bulgarian Fund for Women for European Capital of Culture 
Plovdiv 2019 curated by The Fridge 
 
2018
Self-guide Becoming the Other - 250 pg / .published by Æther Sofia
Water Tower Art Fest Sofia (BG)
Pazardžik Festival 2018 (BG) 
The 4th International Exhibition on New Media Art, CICA Museum Sud Korea 
Project “Visions and Reflections” , Resonance Gallery Plodviv (BG)
PAPERCHASE Santo Stefano Gallery, Sofia (BG) 
 
2017
Transform, ALFA Gallery, Miami (USA)
From project to object - Bulgarian Culture Institute, Berlin (DE) 
Kvartal Festival Sofia 2017 (BG) curated by Nadia Timova
Collective exhibition for Bernard Magrez Prize, Bordeaux (FR) 
From project to object - SCHNHAUSER ALLEE 26 Berlin (DE)
 
2016  
3 Cervenata Tocka Gallery - Sofia (BG) 
Hard on the Heels of - No.2 Studios, National Academy of Art Sofia (BG)
Apulia Land Art Festival, Bari (IT) 
Vladimir Dimitrov Maestora Museum, Kustendil (BG)
Oltre i libri  collective exhibition at Biblioteca Angelica Roma (IT)
Vitosha at Cervenata Tocka Gallery - Sofia (BG)

Selection before :
 
Exhibition finalists “Giardino di Irene Bin Prize”,Sasso di Bordighiera(IT)
Exhibition finalists Land art competition, Villa Breda, Padova (IT)
ROMAnce 2, Temple University in Roma (IT) Curated by Tiziana Musi
TRACE Site-specific installation  Giardino del Museo Civico Sartorio, Trieste (IT)
Landscape Festival, Auditorium’s garden,Rome (IT)
C’est pas grave mais c’est sans ciel , Atelier d’artistes, Nice (FR)
DER HIMMEL UBER BERLIN Video and sound installation (with Diana Sirianni) 
with the support GAI  - MIBAC Ministery of Culture Italy



GRANTS/RESIDENCES/EXTERNAL PROJECTS

2021
Mentor “RESET 2021” residency KYUSTENDIL (BG)
2020 
Akademie Schloss Solitude, Stuttgart Germany - Fellowship East European exchange program
2019
Gaudenz B. Ruf Award
 2018 
Gaudenz B. Ruf Award
Water Tower Art Fest Grant
Selected from ALFA Gallery Miami - one year reapresented artist artsy.com
 2017
SCULTURA SYMPOSIUM - Lukovik (BG)
Selected from ALFA Gallery Miami - one year reapresented artist artsy.com
Selected for Bernard Magrez Prize, Bordeaux (FR)
2016 
Apulian Land Art Festival 2016
Oltre i libri Biblioteca Angelica competition - winner (section photography) 
Atelier Astumarka AIR Residency, Astumarka Norway
Workshop LightParasites of the German group RaumZeitPiraten, during the International digital arts festival DA Fest Sofia (BG)
 2015 
Finalist Roberto Zambelli Prize
 2014 
Finalist, national competition “Irene Bin Garden” 
Finalist Land art international competition “Villa Breda” Padova
Selection by DIVAG Committee - Soprintendenza Speciale per il Patrimonio Storico, Artistico ed Etnoantropologico e per il Polo 
Museale della Città di Roma 
 2013
Young Talent, AAF Roma (IT)  
Residency at Komplot, centre of contemporary art, Bruxelles
 2011-2012 
Scholarship exchange student at Villa Arson Fine art Academy of Nice (FR)
 2009
Nouveau Commanditaires support (www.nouveauxcommanditaires.eu)     
Muvinup grant, sponsored by GAI-Italian Artists association and PARC (Contemporary art departement of Italian Culture Minis-
try - 6 Months residency in Berlin (GE)
 2007 Leonardo Scholarship / 6 months residency in Budapest (HU) 
2006 Erasmus Scholarship / 6 months residency in Budapest (HU)



General Statment : 

I believe in an art that does not fix, but challenges identities 
(personal and collective) and for this it opens them to becoming and 

to being formed.
For this reason « a construction of sense » is the main point of all my 

works or exhibition project.
The act of aesthetic representation through sculptures, videos or 

installations, is only the ability to dismantle the automatism of visual 
perception, to give life to a universe of forms that allow us to see the 

world in different and deeper way.
 

Every work or project that I have done have in common a 
« construction of sense » directly connected with a continuous 

experience of the limits of man and his being.
Art is by itself repetition, but I think that what we call repetition is 

nothing but a way (perhaps the only way) of being on the time of the 
world . And this is because repetition, far from duplication, is a time of 

the untimely, a time that brings out an unknown development.



About : Sculptures as visible unreality ////  02.10.2019
 
  Sculptural language is closely related to the human desire to gra-
sp those aspects of the mutation of matter that are experienced during 
the transformation from one organic state to the next one. Sculpture has 
in fact the ability to give life to visible unrealities *, that hide the passa-
ges that give life to these «unreality» and at the same time they maintain 
a close and indispensable connection with the form and the material 
itself and for this reason defined as “visible”.
Sculptures combine a propensity for the fantastic and imaginative with 
scientific and material research. The strength of sculpture lies precisely 
in its ability to make the potential of the material and its formal expan-
sion visible.
Sculptures are “signs” that open up new scenarios for a journey; they 
are an element, thus, of the conjunction between the possible and im-
possible, an escape from the conditions of the existing.
My concept of sculpture therefore embodies Michelangelo’s idea of a 
certain primitive sculpture, of a primitive presence of the sculpture within 
the material.
One cannot and does not have to use the material simply as one wants; 
the material has its own physical character, with its own identity and spe-
cific presence.
In my experience, it has a “stone” character, something that over time 
and in human history has become a cultural character. It is a character 
that for me is synonymous with mysticism, abstraction, and transcen-
dence; and thanks those features of stone I can create sculptures that 
can investigate universal meanings and therefore be real « containers of
meaning ». I have never specifically sought to create a work that is poe-
tic, although it is evident that my personal interpretation of
sculptural language has a lot in common with poetic language.
At the same time, the poetic feeling that one experiences when looking 
at a work of sculpture is intrinsic to the work itself, and this feeling, there-
fore, cannot / must not belong only to rationality. My greatest ambition is 
to create a sculptural work that possesses a good balance of rationality - 
it must be born out of a need  - and of feeling – it must be a container of 
meaning . The work must fulfill these two elements in order not to beco-
me a simple dispersive story.
 
* From “Metamorphosis of the turtle” in Other inquisitions, Jorge Luis Borges, 1973.



selected works 





Avocados
stone, plaster

2019
 

Two sculptures closely related to each other 
thanks to an avocado-like shape;

both are linked by a connection constraint, on 
an ideal and a formal level.

In the Aztecs’s language, the word «ahuacatl», 
from which «avocado» is derived, means 

«testicle».
The native populations of south-central 

America have chosen for this fruit a name 
that evocatively suggests.



The nest 
terracotta, raffia, iron 

2019
 

The nest is a shelter of various shapes 
and sizes that the birds build to lay 

and hatch the eggs, and raise the 
offspring.

Its shape, generally oval, recalls the 
concept of maternal
uterus’s protection.







Queen scar
Video Installation

elements : video proyection, marble and text
2019

 
The scar is a sign that remains on the skin in 

the place of a healed wound.
The queen to be called as a “queen” , she also 

have to pass through this initiation rite.

-Text writen on the wall in bulgarian near by the other elements -
coquette е отвъд женското, надменният pedant отвъд мъжкото.

Благоразумната е прекалено мъжествена и един petit maître,
прекалено женствен

Имануел Кант, За красотата и изкуството

The coquette goes beyond the feminine; the contemptuous pedant, beyond the 
masculine. A prude is too masculine and a petit maître, too feminine.

Immanuel Kant, Observations on the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime





MADRE TERRA
 
mural sculpture
onyx marble
2 m x 2,10 m 
2019
 
Note: 
The sculpture was created thanks to the support of  The Gaudenz B. Ruf Award Foundation 
 
 
Madre Terra is a wall sculpture built on a 90 degree angle, thanks to the specific geological conformation of the 
stone used (onyx marble).
The main point of the work is the stone’s stratification, or the process by which surfaces are formed that divide 
sedimentary successions at various hierarchical levels.
Social stratification is an universal trait of human societies, which are organized in an historical or structural 
overlap of different phenomena ; moreover we can speak about the social stratification , or the location of indi-
viduals or groups on different layers, subject to social evaluation and distinguished on the basis of parameters 
; and final, the linguistic stratification , the diachronic overlap in a language of linguistic elements of different 
origins, or the synchronic presence of several layers corresponding to different social levels.
In all these cases we talk about the process of social stratification.
 Madre Terra shows just a short shot / flash frame of our phase of evolution, an active res t, during which a matu-
ration process is developed or a change is realized and perfected thanks the process of stratification.
The choice to create an angular sculpture is derived directly from the geological conformation of the stone, 
exactly to amplify the visual attraction towards the layering process set in the corner of the wall. The sculpture 
is therefore itself an integral part of the wall, penetrating inside it and at the same time creating a new surface, a 
new layer on this. For this reason the process of “social stratification” to which the work is inspired, is at the same 
time an integral part of the construction process of the art work, and certainly of the stone.



The Stone King 
HD Video 2.35:1 - English Audio Stereo – 8’15”
2018
The video was created thanks to the support:
Gaudenz B. Ruf Award, the Fridge - Sofia, National Museum of Natural History, Sofia



The video was created at the naturalistic site “Strupanitsa” rock phenome-
non, the largest ancient landslide
(rockfall type) in Bulgaria, where, with the kind support of Gaudenz B. 
Ruf Award, was realized the work of land art “The Path of the Oscillating 
Stones” by Valentina Sciarra that will be officially open for public in spring 
2019.
“Strupanitsa” is a large-scale landslide (rockfall type) with area of 13.2 
hectares, located on the right bank of Iskar river, about one kilometre 
from the railway station of Karlukovo village, in the region of Lukovit. 
Here the river is steeped in the thick limestone that forms rock with steep 
vertical walls. The limestone is yellowish to white in colour, full of black 
or dark brown flint kernels. The rocks are almost horizontal, crossed by 
cracks in various directions that give them an even more incredible look. 
These rocks completely deserve the name “Strupanitsa” (heaping) because 
it is actually a large fall of rock blocks, most of which are in the form of 
cubes or parallelepipeds with dimensions exceeding 15 cubic meters.
The featured text in the video, narrated by the voice of Raja ElMad was 
taken from the last (unfinished) book
by Italo Calvino, “Under the Jaguar sun”, dedicated to the five human 
senses. In Calvino’s story about the sense of hearing, the protagonist is a 
nameless king.
The king, holed up in his castle-prison, cannot move from fear of losing 
his throne. All that remains is to get
in touch with the world through a single organ, the ear. The king, cap-
tive of his passions, which are essentially those of power, motionless on 
his throne, will learn to recognize all possible sounds that, if invariably 
repeated, will guarantee his stability. The noise of the city reaches him 
almost imperceptibly, until one day he hears a young woman singing. He 
is attracted to that voice, he would like to answer, but he cannot, his voice 
is gone.
Unfortunately, the song of the woman will be lost among the thousand 
city noises that will engulf every possibility of contact with the rest of the 
world.
In a society in which the man’s greatest difficultly is to properly perceive 
the surrounding world, in an age in
which the individual feels increasingly weakened, disoriented, fragment-
ed, the only thing that can deliver
man from his fears is to follow the “own voice”, the soul voice.
 
* First screening : December 4th 2018 at National Museum of Natural 
History, Sofia / Curator: Zoya Petrova



The path of the oscillating stones
Land art permanet work
Strupanitsa rockfall, Lukovit Bulgaria
2018

The land art work « the path of the oscillating stones » is a walking path in-between the rocks of 
Strupanitsa, the largest ancient landslide (rockfall type) in Bulgaria.
The main concept of the land art work is to rediscover the natural path that leads us to the center of 
the rocky phenomenon, almost like a timeless journey into awareness and comparison with our-
selves.
The rocks shapes suggest to us where to go, and following their impressive forms we will find the 
right exit.

Notes: The walk takes about 30 minutes.
It is advisable to wear trekking shoes. This is not a normal tourist route for this reason please pay 
attention to where you put your feet. We do not take any responsibility for any damage to things and 
people.



I GIGANTI  serie of sculpture 
 2019/on going  marble and wood 



I GIGANTI / The Giants
Series of Sculptures (No. 10)
variable dimensions
Marble, wood
2019

nos esse quasi nanos gigantum humeris insidientes 
(Bernard de Chartres)
- we are like dwarves on the shoulders of giants -
 
The giants are our stories, the successive and contra-
dictory faces we have had in the past,and as such they 
personify the personal and collective experience we 
carry with us like luggage.From their high shoulders we 
can see a certain number of things, and a little further 
away.Although we have very weak eyesight we can, with 
their help, go beyond
of memory and oblivion.
 
Note: The sculptures  were produced thanks to the 
support of the Italian Cultural Institute, Sofia for the XV 
Edizione della Giornata del Contemporaneo, Ottobre 
2019





камък serie 0
serie of sculptures, video sculpture, origami
2017 - on going 

to see the entire serie :
https://www.sciarravalentina.com/copia-di-vita-4



 

(..) The series of works falls into a wider research on 
contemporary ruina, closely connected with
a new definition of stone sculpture.
The ruina contamporanea has dissipated its ability to 
return a vivid image of history and to manifest the 
present form of a past life.
They are the ruins of their becoming made of previ-
ous works but also abandoned documents, unfinished 
attempts, inform remains, non-integrated surpluses.
Contemporary ruins are spaces and intermediate 
objects, placed on the boundary between real and 
imaginary.
They promote a suspension of judgment and disinte-
gration of the look: they are not a conquest of a terri-
tory, they are not the recovery of an origin, but unlim-
ited ‘’distractions ‘’, unlimited derives without goal.
The contemporary ruins are of course sunken and sus-
pended, they are unfinished because the missing parts, 
they can not be assumed as they can not be deduced 
by the rest.







ACQUA NON POTABILE
permanent site-specific installation, Plovdiv (BG)
ceramic tailes, plastic, glass
6 m x 4 m 
2019
 
Acqua non potabile it has been commissioned by the Bulgarian Fund for Wom-
en for European 



ACQUA NON POTABILE is a site-specific installation created for an already existing space in Plovdiv, 
a concrete water fountain, built and never used to give or contain water.
The installation asks us to rethink our relationship with plastic and water, at a time when sustainability is an 
international concern. 
Let’s try then to imagine a fountain from which water and plastic flows, so Acqua non potabile.



AFSD - Apple Facility System Definition - Æther Sofia 
Sculpture 120 cm x 200 cm, appel and plaster 
installation of 100 plaster eyes 
video (38 second on loop)
2018 



to see more about the project 
https://www.sciarravalentina.com/afsd-aether



The Golden Fever 
 
site-specific installation at Pazardžik’s Library (BG)
100 golden stones inside - outside the Library 
2018
 
 
The project has been realized for “Art Compass” by DOMA Art Foundation 
for the Art Alley Art Idea festival in Pazardjik (BG)
 
The gold fever project is an environmental installation made up of innumera-
ble “golden” stones (gold nuggets)
dispersed in the public space of the Library Nikola Furnadzhiev, Pazardžik 
Bulgaria.
The places that will welcome the golden stones will be “critical” spaces of the 
city and not exclusively those are mostly
frequented by the citizens.
In fact, the basic concept of the installation is to restore value and the consid-
eration of some “forgotten” spaces of the city,
which are the cultural and social foundation of the community.
All those space that represent the historical memory of the community and 
which interact with the city community daily.



more : https://www.sciarravalentina.com/the-golden-fever





Vita 
land art permanent installation 
2016 

Do not Call Me Star 
 Vita is a water mirror with the form of a star, placed in a portion of totally water-free territory. The installation is designed as food for 

thought on the rarity and importance of water resources. The work will have the characteristic of changing its image since the water 
contained in it will dry up and will flow into the surrounding territory, and then fill up again with the rains.

The installation will have the characteristic to change over time their image. In fact through natural precipitation will become a body of 
water service to the wildlife that lives the surrounding area, at the same time, after water evaporated, the installation will change 

accordingly its representation, precisely by becoming a rock star.
Vita is a work of land art with a double connotation: the movement, recreated from the water, and stasis, acquired through the stone. In 

fact, this work was carried out consciously to unite two natural elements, opposed hypothetically and actually complementary: 
stone and water.



www.sciarravalentina.com




